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Sill'ilMARY 

The rlexibility of the NACA method of correlating 
engine-cooling data is shown in this report to be improved 
when the data are adjusted analytically to the correlation 
equation by the method of least squares . Engine-cooling 
data, to be correlated graphically , must be obtained from 
tests in which engine - charge - air f l ow and cooling-air 
flow are carefully controlled . The least - squares method 

. is adapted to the correlation of engine - cooling data in 
which the flows of charge air and cooling air, if measured 
accurately, may be varied in any manner . The values of 
the correlation exponents determined by the least-squares 
method are unique and are not dependent upon the curve
fai r ing ability of the analyst. 

Curve fitting by the method of least squares is 
discus s ed briefly and a solution is indicated for the 
values of the constants in an equation that can be 
identifled with the engine - cooling- correlation equation . 
The MACA method of correlating engine - cooling data is 
illustrated by a graphical analysis of typical engine
cooling data . The same data are then correlated by 
the least - squares method . It is demonstrated that 
engine-cooling data not adapted to graphical correla
t l on may be easily reduced by the least - squares ~ethod . 

INTRODUCTION 

The NACA method of correlating eDgine temperatures 
with the principal variables that determine engine 
temperatures has been developed for application as a 
graphical method ( references 1 , 2 , and 3). An essential 
step in the graphical process is the evaluation of constant 
exponents in the correlation equation from logarithmic 
graphs of data for which either engine - charge-air flow 
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or cooli~g-air flow was held constant for a series of 
tests . It is frequently difficult , especially in flight 
testing , to maintain perfect constancy of the engine 
operation variables . Under this condition the data 
can be correlated graphically only after trial and error 
corrections have been applied . Such data can be corre 
lated directly by the method of least squares with 
pre cision limi ted only by the accuracy of the data . 
When data can be obtained from very carefully controlled 
tests , a g raphical correlation of the data can be 
performed more rapidly than a least - squares correlat i on 
and with equal precision . The least - squares method is 
recommended primarily for the correlation of engine data 
in which the engine - operation variables , althou gh measured 
accurately , could not be held constant. A less impo rtant, 
though interesting , application of the least - squares method 
is its use as a supplement to the graphical correlation. 

If the method of least squares is to be app l ied to 
the ana l ysis of any data, it is necessary to know the 
form of the equation to which the data are to be fitted . 
The NACA method of correlating engine - cooling data 
employs the correlation equation in various forms. 
The present work identifies one form of the equation 
with a simple expression involving three variables and 
three unknown constants; the method of least squares is 
applied to determine the values of the constants in the 
equation . Inasmuch as the method of least squares does 
not require a systematic change in any of the variables , 
eng ine - cooling data involving simultaneous and irregular 
variation of engine - charge - air flow and cooling- air flow 
can be correlated analytically with precision . 

The purpose of this report is to show that it is 
practical to apply a least-squares method to the correla 
tion of engine - cooling data. The theory of least 
squares will be discussed briefly and a general solution 
will be obtained for the values of three unknown constants 
in an equation of three variables . Engine-cooling 
correlation procedure will be described briefly and a 
graphical presentation of typical data will be supplemented 
by a least- squares correlation of the same data . The 
least - squares method will be used to correlate engine 
coo l ing data which cannot read ily be correlated by a 
graphical method . 

---- --
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ANALYSIS 

Curve Fitting by the. Method of Least Squares 

The theory o .f least squares holds an important place 
in the mathematics of observations and is closely related 
to the laws of probability and the GausGian law of error . 
A useful application in observational work is curve 
fitting by the method of least squares. 

The term "curve fi ttingll appl ie s to the de te lmina tion 
of the values of the constants in an equation of assl~ed 
form such that the chosen equation is the best explicit 
re p resentation of a given set of data . If a deviation 
is defined as the difference between a datQm value of the 
dependent variable and the corres~onding value on the 
fitted curve , a curve is regarded as represanting the 
best fit to a riven set of data when the swa of the 
squared deviations is a mlnlml~ . This condition a lso 
demands that the sum of the deviations be zero. The 
form of the equation is a l ways an assumption whether it 
be admi ttedly empirical or ll."ldeniably based on physical 
laws. 

The derivation of convantional formulas for curve 
fi tting by the method of l east squares is gi 'Jen in a 
number of textbooks; three such textbooks are listed 
as references 4, 5 , and 6 . A simplified derivation will 
be given herein for an equation of three variables and 
three unknown constants. The form of the eauation 
chosen can be identified with the NACA cooling
correlation equation. 

Data are riven as a collection of coordinate 
values of the var i ables x, y , and z: (Xl, Yl , Zl) , 

(x2' Y2 , z2) , ... (x n ' Yn , zn) ' where n is the 
number of values . Ass ·'..illle that the variable y can 
be represented explici tly in terms of the variables x 
and Z by an equation of the form 

y = ax + bz + c (1) 

where a, b , and c are constants . It is desired to 
determine such values of the constants a band c that 
equation (1) will most closely ~it the d~ta: Represent 
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any point by (xi , Yi , Zi) . If x and Z 
as independent variab l es , the deviation 0i 
value Yi from the locus of equation (1 ) is 

are r egarded 
of any datum 

( 2 ) 

According to the theory of least s quare s, e quat i on (1) 
will best fit tbe data when the sum of the square d 
devi.ations is a mi nimum . Le t the sum of the squared 
deviations be S ; that is , 

1=n S- 2 
S = L_ 0i 

i=l 

Insofar as the c oeffic i ent s a , b , and c may affect 
the value of S , this va l ue will be a minimum when 

08 _ 
Ca - 0 , oS ° ob = , oS = ° Gc 

A squared deviation is 

~ 2 o· l 

2 0b 2-- aXiYi - ~ ziYi - cYi 

+ 2abxizi + 2bczi + 2acxi 

Sum the squared deviations and drop the subscripts . 

i =n 
S L Oi 2 = [ y2 + a

2
L x

2 + b 2\'z2 2 
== + nc 

L 
i==l 2a L xy - 2b [ zy - 2c \ y L L 

+ 2abL xz + 2bC [ Z + 2ac I x 

Then , 
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The partial derivative s of c' u with respec t to a , 
respectivel y , are 

oS = 2a [x2 + 2b[XZ + 2C[X 2LXY Oa 
d S - 2a)xz + 2b[z2 \ 2[ zY db - + 2 c L_ z . 

L.-

oS = 2aL x + 2bLz + 2nc - 2'LY Oc 
The partia l derivatives equated to zero yield 

three equations 

5 

b , 

(Lx2)a + ([ xz) b +( [ Xlc , = L x Y 

(l_xz) a + C[z2)b +(2~ z)c = LZY ( 3 ) 

([x)a + (~Z)b + nc = LY 
The eq'ua t ions ( 3 ) so l ved simultaneously gi ve the 

values of the constants a, b, and c that will make 
equation (1) best fit the data. A general solution 

and c , 

for the va lues of a, b, a nd c, with a numeric a l example, 
is given in appendix A. 

In order to obtain the values of the cons tants a , 
b , and c, either graphically or by the method of le as t 
squares, the experimental values of the original data 
must a ctually contain suffic i ent infoJ'ma tion for the 
purpose . It is de sirable to have a large number of 
test points covering a wide range f or al l the variables. 
Occasionally , the simultaneous equations ( 3) are nearly 
exact multip les of each other , fop which case the values 
of a , b, and c would be indeterminate . This result 
may be due to insufficient range of t he data. The 
solution of equa tions (3) may s ometime s appear inexact 
when determine d by ra tios of small difrerences between 
relative l y large quantities . It must be remembered 
that the sums of the square s and products of the da~~ 
values are accura te to the same number of decimal places 
as the indiv idua l values; small differences between 
large sums are likewise accurate to that number of 
decimal places. The detail r equired in the c a lculations 
therefore makes desirable the use of a calculating machine 
in solving equations (3). 
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Advantages of Least - Squares Method 

Curve fitting by the method of least squares has 
several advantages over a graphical method. One 
advantage is that the determined value of each constant 
is unique . Least-squares computations performed without 
error and with the proper precision can yield only that 
value of each constant which the data determine . The 
human element is not involved as is the case with graphi 
cal fairing . 

A second advantage is the quantitative measure of 
the deviation of each datum value from the best determi 
nable value . Using datum values of the lndependent 
variables x and z permits the corresponding deviation 
of y to be computed by use of equation (2) . A small 
v a lue for the sum of the deviations (ideally zero) indi 
cates that the computations are probably free from error. 
Experimental values that have a deviation greater than 
the estimated experimental accuracy may be discarded . 
A repetition of the work then yields much more reliable 
values of the constants in equation (1) . The squared 
deviations may also be tabulated and t h e standard devia
tion a~d a simple form of the probable error computed 
by equations (4) and (5), respectively , as 

Standard deviation \1'~52 = ± n (4 ) 

I Ln52 
Probable error = ±O . 67 \J (5) 

The standard deviation represents a mean deviation for 
all the C.8t"l. . :?t'oh ab le error is the linit of error 
for on8-1131f the exrer imen tal data . 

APPLICATION OF HE':':'HOD OF LEAST SQUARr:S 

The Bncine-Cooling - ''::orre lation Equation 

The engine-c ooling - correl~~i on Method was developed 
to coordin8.te ep[J i~e te.M}JE.' H · tl..l1' 3S wi th the principal 
variab le s t h at (le t d rr.:.~_nG r- n ~;LlO r. err..pe ra ture s . A few 
tests ma~e und e r c erefully con t r o lled operating condi 
tions , easily attainable in a wind tunnel or on a 
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test stand, serve to establish an angine-cooling 
correlation. This correlation may then be used to 
predlct engine temperatures that result from specified 
operating conditions or to determine operating condi
tions requisite to maintain specified temperature limits. 

In order to make cooling tests of an air-cooled 
engine [or presentation by the correlation method, it is 
necessary to obtai~ , as basic data , measurements of the 
quantities listed in the following table of symbols: 

6p 

N 

r 

d 

reference head temperature (average indication of 
all l!!1oedded head th8rmocouples~ or all rear
apark- plug r;aske t thermocouples) , of 

cooling-air temperature ( stagnation -air temperature 
in front of engine ), of 

engine charge - air temperature ahead of carburetor, of 

cooling -ai r-d~ns ity ratio based on stagnation 
density in front of engine 

cooling- air Dressure drop across the en~ine, 
inches of water 

weight rate of charge - air flow (without fuel), 
pounds per second 

engine crankshaft speed , rpm 

blower gear ratio 

blower i~peller diameter, feet 

A complete list of symbols annears in appendix B. 

The principles o f engine -·co~ling correlation and 
the deve lopment of the technL~ue 0:' a p plying these 
principles are set forth in refe~ences 1, 2, and 3. 
A genaral statem3nt of the correlation principle is 
that the ratio of cooling-ten::oerature differential to 
heating-temperature differential is a function of a 
relationship between internal flow of heating fluid 
and external flow of coolin~ fluid. This relationship 
is expressed by 

-~.----------

w a 'Ie 
( 6 ) 
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In equation ( 6) , cl is a constant , a and b 
are constant exponents associated with We and Ga 6p , 
respectively , and Tg is the mean effective eaa tempera 
ture , which is defined i n references 1 , 2 , and 3 . The 
mean effective gas temperature is a hypothetical average 
temperature used in engine - analysis computations to 
replace the continuously varying actual temperature of 
the charge and conbustion products within the engine 
cylinder . A procedure for computing the value of the 
mean effective gas temperature is given in reference 7 
for the Pratt & Whitney R- 2800 engine . Equation (6) 
is an eng i ne - cooling- correlation equation based on 
cooling- air pressure drop . For simplicity, only this 
form of the equation will be used in the present report . 

Graphical Correlation 

The value of the exponent a can be determined 
graphically by plotting on logarithmic coordinates the 
ratio of the temperature differentials against weight 
flow of charge air for tests in ¥hich the fuel - air ratio 
and sea- level cooling- air pressure drop Ga 6p are held 
c onstant . A plot of thi s type is shown in figure 1 
(data from tab l e I , test 241) . Test numbers used 
herein are taken from reference 7 , from which the data 
were obtai ned . The slope of the line , 0 . 565 , is the 
val ue of the exponent a. A similar plot of the ratio 
of temperature differentials against sea - level cooling 
air pressure drop Ga6p yields the value of the exponent b. 
For the determination of the exponent b , tests must be 
made with the we i ght flow of engine charge air held con
s'tant and the fuel - air ratio held at the same constant 
value as that used in the tests to determine the expo 
nent a . A plot of the t~~e used to determine the value 
of b is shown in fi gure 2 (data from table I, tes t 240) . 
The slope of the curve , - 0 . 321, is the negative value 
of the exponent b . 

The engine - cooling correlation (equation (6)) 
corresponding to the data presented in figures 1 and 2 
can now be written as 

(7) 
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The value of the constant cl CQn be established with 
the same data as that used to find a and b by plotting 
the ratio of temperature differentials against the 

relation (Wea/b;0a6P)' Such a plot is presented in 
figure 3 , which is the graphically established engine
cooling correlation . The value of the constant 
cl = 0.560 was computed from coordinate values read 
from the faired curve. The graphically determined 
correl~tion is given by 

( 8 ) 

In order to use the correlation curve or equation 
it is necessary to know the variation of reference mean 
effective gas temperature Tg80 with the fuel-air ratio; 

a typical plot is shown in figure 4. The subscript 80 
lndicates that the values of mean effective cas tempe!'ature 
were determi~ed w~en the 'charge - air temperature Te 
was 800 F. The curve in fd.g1..11'e 4 was established 
( refJrence 7) by use of equation (8) with the data from 
table II, t3StS 242 and 24·4. Mean effe ctive gas tempe!'a
ture corre~ted for carbu!'etor-air temperature and blower
temperature rise can be computed from equation (9) and 
figure 4 : 

lr- r2d2 21 
Tg = Tgso + 0.8 :e - 80 + 2.l9 ·( N /lOOO )J ( 9 ) 

The d3rivation of equation ( 9 ) is given in reference 7. 

Least-Squa~es Correlation 

'I'1JJO weaknes:3es exist in the graphical correlation 
procedure just des(;,i"lbod . One wea}:~18'~S is Jehe necessity 
of n'a';"l'.taLlinp a constD.I't value of cooling- air p!'0ssure 
drop /01' one serles of runs 2.nd a C0.':13tant value of 
charze-ai~ ~lc~ for anotb~r eerie3 of runs . To held 
experic.sr..-:;al values perfsctly constant is not possible. 
A'pr0Rter sour~e of uDcertainty is thqt, In fairing the 
const"uction cu~ves (fig~.l and 2), G7aluation of the 
expoD8nts a and b depends upon the ciscretion of 
the aDflyst. The use of least squares removes both 
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of these difficultie s . 
rithmically g i ves 

Equation (6) expressed loga -

(
Th - Ta) 

log T _ T = a log We 
g h 

+ b log (Oa6P) + log cl (10) 

In equation (10) the signs of the constants have been 
dGliberately ignored because determination of the signs 
of the constants is of necessity performed in solving 
for their values ·. 

The following identities should be made of values 
in equations (1) and (10): 

y - 109(~: - ~:) 
x _ log We 

z - log (Oa6P) 

a - a 

b - b 

c - log cl 

Equation (10) can now be written in the form of equation (1) I 

y = ax + bz + C 

and the values of the constants a , b , and c deter 
mined by the simultaneous solution of equations (3) . 

Inasmuch as there are three unknown constants in 
equation (1) ( or (10~, at least three test points must 
be known in order to solve for the values of the constants . 
If onl y three points are known these may be substituted 
directly in equation (1) ( or (10)) and the resulting 
three equations solved simultaneously . The values of 
the constants a , b , and c so determined will yield 
an equation satisfied by each of the three test points; 
there can be no deviation of a point from the curve . 
Unless the data are very accurate , the final equation 
may be greatly in error . The use of only three test 
points to determine · the values of the three constants 
is the limiting condition fo~ application of the 

_ _ J 
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least-squares correlation; when the nu...mber of clatum 
values is increased, the reliability of the final equa
tion is improved. 

The most laborious computations involved in the 
application of least squares are those by which. the sums 
of the variables and their cross products arc obtained. 
These computations can be simplified by the use of fon'as 
for systematic tabulation similar to table III. The 
first three colurnns of table III contain datum values 
of the correlation variables taken from table I. The 
logarithms of the variables ure listed in columns 6 , 8, 
and 10, respectively . In the remaining columns, through 
11, there are listed the cross'products and squares of 
the quantities in columns 6 , 8 , anu 10. The order of 
tabulation was chosen for convenience in making these 
computations. The sums of the squares and cross products 
obtained in table III have been used to set up equa-
tions (11) of which equations (3 ) are the type: 

1.97933a + 7 . 90275b + 6 . 12224c:::: - 2 . 95038 

7.90275a + 33 . 24726b + 25 . 50250c :::: - 12.58602 (11) 

6.12224a + 25.50250b + 20c -9 . 74261 

The simultaneous solution of equations ( 11) yields the 
followin g values for the constants: (See appendix A.) 

a :::: 0 . 578 

b :::: - 0 . 300 

C :::: - 0 . 281 

The accuracy of the computations 2nd the precisio'n 
of the correlation have been evaluated by the computa
tions pe rformed in columns 12 to 16 of table III. The 
indiVidu.al datum values x have ueen multiplied by the 
determined value of a 8.nd the products ax listed 
in column 12; similarly, in column 13 are tabulated 
the products bz. For each individual datl~ value , 
then, the sum ' of columns 12 and 13 and the constant c 
is tabulated in column 14, identified by 

f (x , z) = ax + bz + C (12) 
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Points established by equation (12) lie on the curve of 
best fit; hence , the deviation of a datum value y of 
the dependent variable is determined by its difference 
from the point of best fit. 

o = y - f (x , z) 

The deviations of the datum values of y from the curve 
of best fit are tabulated in column 15 , and the squared 
deviations are tabulated in column 16 . The very small 
value of the sum of the deviations indicates that the 
work is probably free from computational error . The 
sum of the squared deviations has been used to find the 
standard deviation and probable error , equations ( 4) 
and (5) . 

The values of the constants a , b, and c deter 
mined by the work in table III were not regarded as final . 
A study of col~~n 15 showed that the deviations of five 
of the test points (runs 7 , 8 , 9 , 13 , and 15) were 

. considerably larger than the other deviations . These five 
points were eliminated from the array of data and a 
redetermination of the values of the constants was 
performed in table IV. These values , which are 
regarded as more reliable than those of table III , 
are shown in the following list, which is arranged for 
a quick comparison with the values obtained in table III 
and the values obtained by the graphical method : 

First least- 1 Final least 
Gr.aphi cal squares squares 

method correlation correlation 
(Table III) (Table IV) 

n = 20 n = 20 n = 15 

Exponent a 0 . 565 0.578 I 0 . 576 

Exponent b 0 . 321 0 . 300 
J 

0 . 304 ,j 

Exponent alb 1.76 1.92 ~ 1 . 89 
Constant c - 0 . 281 I - 0 . 276 
Constant cl 0 . 560 0 . 523 I 0 . 529 

Standard I 

±0 . 0099 £0.0089 I ±0 . OO51 de viat i on I 

I 
Probable 

! error ±0.OO66 fO . 0060 ±O. OO34 , 

~-l 
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The standard deviation and probabl e error shown in 
the p receding table for the graphical method were obtainJd 
b y using the devi ation of datum values from the log b.
rithmic form of equation (8 ). The s t andard deviation 
is a measure of the mean scatter of tes t points from the 
fi tted curve . Using standard deviation a s a basis for 
comparison, the final l eas t- squares correlation (table IV) 
yie lds the equation of these three equations that best 
fits the data . The engine - cooling- correlation equations (13) 
and (14) obtained by the least - squares method are directly 
c omparable with equat i on (8) obtained graphically: 
First least-squares correlation ( table III) 

fWel . 92)" 0 . 300 

= 0 . 523 \ 0- a 6p 

Final least-squares correlation ( table IV) 

0 . 529 ~
~Te 1 . 89) 0 . 304 

a 6p 
a 

(13) 

(14) 

In order to show how well these equations fit the 
data by which they have been establ ished , equation (13) 
is shown plotted in figure 5 and equation (14), in fig 
ure 6 . The firs t leas t- square s curve (fig. 5) , which 
was established by the same data as were used for the 
grap~ical method , is directly comparable with the 
g r aphical curve ( fig . 3) . The final least - squares 
curve, figure 6 , is established by se l ect data ~able IV) 
and is regarde d as a close ap9roach to the best possible 
adjustment. 

A main purpose in applying the le~st - squares method 
to t he correlation of engine - cooling data is to provide 
an exact and systematic means for finding the values of 
the constants in the engine - cooling- correlation equation. 
Precise correlation may not be very important as re gards 
temperature prediction but in engine analysis every 
effort should be made to ob t ain the highest possible 
precision . Tvvo diffe r ent corre l at i ons have be:en estab
Ilshe d "wi th the data listed in table I : the graphical 
co rrelation (equation (8 ) ) and the final least - squares 
correlation (equation (1 4)> . A comparison is shown in 
fi ~ure 7 of the average cylinder - head temperatures for 
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two dlfferAnt operati1lg conditions calculated by equa
tions (8) and (14) as funct i ons of cooling- air pressure 
drop . The reasonab l y close agr eement beh/een the 
temperatures predicted by the two equations shows that 
for temperature prediction a pre cise correlation is not 
necessary . On the other hand , the a8reement between 
the values of the exponents obtained by the first and 
final least - squares correlations ( tables III and IV) 
shows the exactness of the least - squares method . The 
fact that both least - squar es correlations yielded equa 
tions from which the s t andard deviation of the data was 
less than that for the graphi c al correlation indicates 
the greater precision of the l east - squares method . 

THE CORRELATION OF MISCELLANr:OUS 

ENGIN~-COOLING DATA 

In the comparison of the least - squares method of 
correlating engine -cooli~g data with the ~raphical method 
it was stated that the p r a c tice of making one series of 
tests with constant cooling- air pressure drop and 
another with constant engine - charge - air flow was not 
essential if the data were to be correlated analytically. 
In order to deMonstrate this fa c t , special engine - cooling
c orr elation tests were made and only the fuel - air ratio 
was held constant (approximately 0 . 08) ; the engine speed , 
charge - air flow .. and cooling- air preS8ure drop Vlere 
deliberately varied from test to test . The data obtained 
during these special tests and the en~ine - cooling 
correlation computations are presented in table V. A 
brief study of table V will show that the data are not 
suited to graphi c al analysis . A least - squares correla
tion of all the data of table V (17 test points) i s 
pe r formed in tab l e VI. This correlat i on shovred three 
of t he t e st points (runs 15 , 17, and 18) to have rather 
l arge deviat i ons . These three test points were omitted 
from the array , and a final least- squares correlation was 
performed in tahle VII . The values obtained for the con
stants were : a= 0 . 563 , b = - 0 . 305 , and c = log cl = - 0 . 271 ; 
the corr esponding engine -coo l ing correlation , expressed 
by e qua tion ( 15) , is plotted in figure 8 : 

Th - T (w 1 085) 0 . 305 =-_____ a- = O. 535 _ 8 __ 

Tg - Th 0 a 6P 
( 15) 

~-- -~------ ~--~------ . ~-~-.-. 
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The differences between the correlations, equa
tions (14) and (15), may be due to changes in the engine 
cowlin g made between test 241 and test 363 and also to 
differences in fuel. In tests 240, 241 , 242, and 244, 
lOa-octane b l ue aviation gasoline was used, whereas 
in test 363 the fuel vvas lOa - octane green aviation gaso
line containing aromatic compounds. The differences 
between equations (14) and (15) a re actually within the 
experimental accurac y of the engine test data. Equa 
tion (15) and figure 8 show that engine-cooling data not 
adaptable to graphical analysis may be readily correlated 
by the least-squares method . 

If miscellaneous engine-cooling data in which there 
was no systematic variation of charge- and cooling-air 
flows and for which the fuel - air ratio was not held 
constant are available, an approximate correlat ion can 
be obtained by use of the least-squares method and an 
assumed variation of mean gas temperature with fuel-air 
ratio. The reference mean effective ga s temperature 
Tg of the charge and combustion products in an engine 

80 
cylinder is a physical characteristic of the fuel-air 
mixture and should be more or less the same for engines 
of a given type . This fact is borne out by similarity 
of the variation of mean effective gas temperature with 
fuel-air ratio for various air - cooled engines (refer
ences 1, 2, 3, and 7). Only very small error should 
result from the use of the gas -temperature curve, 
figure 4, with data obtained from any air-cooled engine. 
Use of thi s curve makes possible the evaluation of the 
ratio of temperature differenti a ls. The subsequent 
correlation of the data may be performed graphically, 
if the data are suitable , or by the least-squares method 
in any case. An approximate correlation of miscellaneous 
cooling data obtained by use of an assumed gas-temperature 
curve should be useful at least for predicting engine 
tempera ture s . 

A danger in using the least - squares procedure is in 
the temptation to attribute greater accuracy to the con
stants of the correlation equation computed by this 
process than is warranted by the accuracy of the data. 
There is no method or procedure for handling data that 
obviates the necessity for good judgment on the part of 
the analyst . 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The application of the method of least squares to 
supplement the use of the NACA engine - cooling-correlation 
equation leads to the following c onc lusions: 

1. Engine-cooling data , including data not adaptable 
to graphical analysis , can be correlated with precision 
by the method of least squares . 

2 . The values of the constants in the correlation 
equation determined by the method of least squares are 
unique and are not dependent upon the curve-fairing 
abi lity of the analyst . 

Langley Memorial Aeronauti cal Laboratory 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautic s 

Langley Field, Va. 
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APPENDIX A 

GENERAL SOLUTIOIJ FOR THREE SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS 

The constants a , b, and c of equation (1) may 
be evaluated by the simultaneous solution of equations (3), 
namely: 

(3 ) 

The summations indicated in each of these equations may 
be identified as follows : 

~x2 = A = 1.97933 

I. xz = B = 7 . 90275 

[ x = C = 6 .12224 

[ z = D = 25 . 50250 

L z2 = E = 33 . 24726 

~'xy = F - - 2 . 95038 

r. yz = G = -12.58602 

~ Y = H = -9. 7426 1 

where the numerical va l ues are obtained from 
(or equations (11) ) , in which n - 20 . If -
are used to solve equations (3) , the minors 
the process may be identified as follows: 

Ml = nE D2 = 1 4 . 56769 

M2 = CD nB = -1. 92257 

M3 = BD CE = - 2 . 00783 

M4 = nA C2 - 2 .10478 -

M5 = BC AD = - 2 . 09533 

M6 == AE B2 == 3 . 35384 

table III 
determinants 

involved in 
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The four determinants necesRary to the f'Olltion r1ay be 
evaluated by use of' the minors and summation identities : 

~l = AMI + EM2 + CM3 
=: 1 . 34826 

~2 =: Fr11 -f.. mI2 + HM3 =: 0 . 77878 

~3 =: FM2 + GH4 + HM5 =: - 0 . 40451 

~4 =: FM3 + GM5 + HM6 =: - 0 . 37943 

The constants may be evaluated by the following ratios : 

~2 
0 . 57762 a =: 

61 
=: 

b 
63 

- 0 . 30002 = 
61 

=: 

64 - 0 . 28142 c = 61 
=: 

The numerical work performed in this appendix has 
been carried to five decimal plac es to maintain computa
tional preciaion . Because the original data were 
accurate to only three siGnIficant figures , only three 
significant fi~ures are retained in the final answer . 
Tte values used are therefore 

a = 0 . 578 

b - - 0 . 300 

c =: - 0 . 281 
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N 

APPENDIX B 

SYMBOLS 

engine crankshaft speed , rpm 

cooling- air tempera t ure ( stagnation- air temperature 
in front of eng i ne ), of 

engine charge - air temperature ahead of carburotor, 
of 

Te mean effective gas temperature , of 

W e 

inc~eF~nt or mean eff ective 
(~:;e !'efdrence 7) 

gas temperature 

reference mean effective gas temperature ( for 
800 p charge - air tempe ra ture ) , OF 

referene::; read temper[;;.ture (average indication of 
aLL ~_m: )edded head tl1,=:-,mocou;):es~ or all rear 
spark-plug gasket thermocouples) , OF 

weivht Y>ate of cnaq;e - air flow (without fuel), 
lb/sec 

a,b , c,cl constants 

d 

n 

6p 

r 

[) 

a 
a 

c 

x 

-.:;;; 

-
;;. 

blower iMpeller diameter , f t 

number of test points 

cooling - ~ir pressure drop across the engine , 
in . water 

blower 8ear ratio 

devjation of a datum value from the fitted curve 

cooling - air - density ratio based on stagnation 
dGnsitJ in front of eneine 

log VIe 
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CD - Ta) y - log T~ = - Th 

z - lop.; (J atlp 
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Column 1 2 3 4 5 

pharge-Brake Fuel Fuel-
Test Run horse- N air 1'low air (rpm) no. (lb/hr) ratio power (lb/hr) 

240 1 1100 2120 8040 ~tt2 0.~96 
2 1100 2120 79~3 • 10 

G 
llOO 2120 79 7 640 .0802 
llOO 2120 7~37 630 :gJ~ 5 1100 2120 7 03 630 

6 1100 2120 7770 613 .0788 

a 1100 2120 7750 613 .0791 
1100 2120 7Z90 615 'gJ90 

9 1100 2120 619 .06 
10 1100 2120 i8~6 623 .0795 

12 1100 2120 7845 613 .0780 

M 1100 2120 l 7Z 3 592 .0765 
1100 2120 7 9~ 592 .0769 

i~ 1100 2120 757 g65 .07~6 1100 2120 7708 03 .07 2 

~1 
I 

l. 600 i 2120 4647 ttl .07~ 2 800 · 2120 5793 .07 
990 12120 , ~013 m .0785 

1200 2120 lOO .0715 
5 600 2120 4. 13 355 .07 9 

TABLE I 

COOLING DATA AND CORRELATION COMPUTATIONS 

[Y. & W. R-2800 B-serie~ engine, low blower, 
imbedded thermocouples, nonaromatic ruel. 

Data rrom rererence 7.J 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

Carbu-
T r.tor llTg °at.p Ta Th Tg g80 temper-
(OF) ature (OF) (in. water) (OF) (OF) (OF) (OF) 

li44 68 69 43.0 96 331 1223 
1 1 70 71 36.9 97 339 ~212 
1148 71 72 31.1 99 3p 1220 
li44 73 73 25.6 100 3 7 122Z 1 3 73 73 19.3 101 385 121 

1160 7~ 77 13.1 100 408 1237 
115~ ~1 ~6 9.~ 97 4g7 123~ 
li4 30. 102 40~ 123 

80 79 14.9 99 1224 
i15' 80 79 31.1 102 362 1233 

1167 71 72 31.4 91 350 1239 
1180 

z~ Z~ i4:~ 91 374 1~1 1176 
a~ ~i i2 ~ 11~ Z~ Z~ ~.5 11 5 .7 91 396 1234-

71 I ~ 11t8 Zo ~.5 338 1268 
II 3 70 I .5 ~a6 1233 

6
9 

~ 1162 6~ Z~ 14.2 ,~ 1~2 1171 14.4 1 0 
1176 TO 71 14.2 86 337 1247 

NA IIUNAL AiJVISuHY 

COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

13 14 15 16 

Th - Ta We W 1.76 e W 1.92 
Tg - 1'h (lb/sec) Oat.p e 

0.264 2.234 0.096 4.68 
.277 2.215 .110 4.60 
.293 2.220 .131 4.62 
.310 2.203 .157 4'46 
.342 2.170 .203 4. 3 

'a12 2.160 .296 4.3l • 7 2. 1t3 .398 4., .304 2.1 5 .126 4. 1 
.370 2.131 •25t 4.28 
.299 2.175 .12 4.45 

.291 2.181 .126 4.4Z .323 2.151 .197 4.3 

.360 2.138 .257 4.30 

.3l4 2.105 .3l0 4.18 

.3 4 2.l4i .2 0 4.32 

.273 1.291 .116 1.63 

.309 1.609 .15a 2·t9 

.34a 1.947 .22 ,. 0 
037 2.307 .303 'l8 
.276 1.28z .109

1

1. 1 

17 18 

'N 1.92 
e W 1.89 
oaAp e 

0.109 4.57 
.125 4.50 
.14~ 4'42 
.17 4. 5 
.230 4.33 

.~5 4.29 
• 9 ------
.~3 ------
.2 7 
.143 4.34 

.l42 4.36 

.224-

.~1 4.20 
• 0 -4:22-.294 

.121 1.62 

.172 2.46 

:~4t ,:a~ 
.113 1.60 

19 

W 1.89 e 
oat.p 

0.106 
.122 
.14, .17 
.224 

.327 
-------
-------

.140 

.139 
--:284-
--:28:;-

.120 

.170 

.248 

.338 

.113 

z 
» 
o 
» 
» 
::0 
::0 

Z 
o 

L' 

*'" :r:: 
(\) 
().l 

(\) 
(\) 
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Column 1 2 ~ 4 

Charge-Brake Fuel 
Test Run horse- N air flow 

power (rpm) flow (lb/hr) (lb/hr) 

242 1 800 2120 5820 461 
2 800 2120 57~0 424 

. ~ 800 2120 5
A 

0 3~4 800 2120 5 40 3 2 
g 800 2120 61,3 3~3 800 2120 67 0 3 5 

A 
800 2120 5770 432 
800 2120 5790 ~96 

9 Boo 2120 H~~ 390 
10 Boo 2120 374 
11 800 2120 5950 ,77 12 Boo 2120 5727 05 

244 1 1400 2120 10533 113§ 2 1400 2120 10260 103 , 1400 2120 9853 890 
1110 2120 76~ 608 

g 1100 1749 t~88 605 
1040 ~01 606 

7 1630 00 13117 1490 

TABLE II 

COOLING DATA AND COMPUTATION OF GAS TEMPERATURE 

C!. & w. R-28oo B-series engine. low blower. 
iMbedded thermocouples. nonaromatic tuel. 

Data from ret'erence 7:;] 

5 6 7 8 9 10 

NA lIUNAL AOVISURY 
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

11 12 13 14 15 

Carbu-
W 1.76 T Fuel- retor . 6Tg °a~ w· Th - Ta Th Ta Tg g80 e air tell1per- e 

ratio ature (Op) (in. water) (lb/sec) oa6p Tg - Th (OF) (oF) (oF) (oF) 
(Op) (F1g.4) 

0.0801 7~ 78 14.7 1.617 0.159 0.309 362 §~ 1220 11~ 
:gz~f 77 ~.o 1.~9' .151 .303 368 1260 113 ~O 79 .8 1.~ .155 .3O

A 374 9~ 12lO 11~1 .065~ 80 79 14'3 1.6~ .157 .30 ~zg §a 12 5 116 
.060 80 A6 14. 1.~ .172 .318 1210 1131 
.0571 81 15.0 1. 71 .201 .334 350 99 1101 1021 

:gz~~ 81 80 14'3 1.603 •15t .3~ 371 98 1260 1180 
82 81 14. 1.699 .15 .3 376 99 1275 119t .0530 78 77 14.9 2.~9 .237 .352 3~ 9g 1003 92 .0603 77 77 15.1 1'l20 .172 .318 

324 §4 
1185 1108 

.0633 75 75 15.2 1. 54 .159 .309 ~64 1236 1161 

.0707 72 73 15.1 1.592 .152 .305 92 1255 1182 

.1081 56 60 ia·1 2·
A
26 :lli .429 337 ~i 940 880 I .1011 t6 62 .2 2. 50 .430 ~~ 975 

16lJ .0904 ~, 14,9 2·1"57 .395 .412 B2 1111 
.0791 61 15.1 2.139 

:~ .359 3F 81 l200 1136 
.07~ 61 39 ~.3 2.113 :3~, 3 2 B1 1155 1116 .07 61 ~g .5 2.1ll .2 3 39l 81 1266 ll71 .1136 61 13.9 3.6 ·701 .~99 35 B3 904 818 

, 
- --- -

• 

z 
;1> 
(") 

;1> 

;1> 
::0 
::0 

z 
o 

r 
~ 
::r: 
~ 
(J.I 

~ 
(J.I 



Colu.l 1 2 3 4 

we Ttl - Ta C7a~p 
xz Teat Run 

(lb/.ec) Tg- Th (In. water) 

240 1 2.234 0.264 43.0 0.5702 
2 2.215 .277 36·9 .54121 , 2.220 .293 31.1 "1~~ 2.203 .310 25.6 • 83 5 2.170 .342 19.3 .4325 
6 2.160 'GJ2 13.1 .n~~j 
A 

2.1t3 • 7 9'A .,2 6 2.1 5 .304 30. 
:3A~~~ 9 2.131 .370 14.9 

10 2.175 .299 31.1 ·50375 
12 2.181 .291 31.4 '42695 i, 2.151 .323 i4:g • l12 2.138 .360 .38 20 
15 2.105 .394 ,1.5 .3160, 16 2.141 .31>4 .7 .3859 

241 1 1.291 .273 M·5 .125~9 2 1.609 .309 .5 •239iZ , 1.947 •343 14.2 .~3 2.307 .37 14.4 • 054 5 1.282 .276 14.2 .12432 

IP20 S\IIII 7.90275 

TABLE III 

FI RST LEAST-SQUARES CORRELATION OF ENG INE-COOLING 

DATA FRCM TABLE I NA lIUNAL AOVI~uRY 
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

-
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

x2 x x"1 "1 "1Z & z2 ax b& r(x,c) 

0.12186 0.~908 -0.20191 -0-5'1840 -O.~~C 1.6334 2.66822 0.20163 -0.49001 0.56981 .11928 .34t37 -.1~55 . -.5lir -. 73~~ 1.,"670 2.45~58 .19949 -.47008 - .55202 .119~6 .34 35 -.1 1>5 -.53 ~ -.79t8 1. 9~1 2.22 ~ .20005 - .44780 -.52918 .1l7 6 .34301 -.17~Z -.71 ~~ 1.408 1. 3 .19812 -.42~ -',0575 .11321 .331>46 -.15 7 ::'6597 -·5990 1.2855 1.~26 .19434 - .385 4 -. 7273 
.11186 .33~ -.143~ - .4.2946 -.4l4~~ 1.11l2~ 1.24829 .19318 -.33516 -.42341 .11092 .333 -.123 -.36957 -.3 6 ·ra 7 ·97372 .19236 -'H6

01 -'mr .11253 .33g4 - . 11~ -',1713 -.7~~A 1. 8855 2.21F~ .l
A
376 -. 65~ -. 1 .107~ .32 ,8 -.l41 8 -. 3180 -·5 5 1.1731l 1.37 !37 .1 ,79 -. 1a -. 57 .113 .337 6 -.17694 - .52433 -.78270 1.4927 2.228" .19 92 -. 7 0 -·5 31 

.11469 .33866 -.18156 -',3611 -.80252 1.49693 2.~080 .19561 ::~~~g ::,mA .11065 .33264 -.16326 ::1~g -.633~ 1.29OOl 1'.6 418 .19213 

.1~1 .33001 -.14643 -.519 1.1702 1.36951 .l
A

061 -.35105 -.~87 .10 9 .32325 -'Mo75 -.4 50 -.3954, .9Z772 .9t5~ .1 671 -.29330 -'el: 02 .10931 .33062 -. 511 -.4 90 -.5123 1.1 732 1.3 2 4 .19097 -.35017 -. 063 

.01231 .11093 -.0625~ -.56384 -.63733 1.13033 1.2ifJ~ .06407 -'m08 -.55644 .~67 .20656 -.1053 -',1004 -.59235 1.16137 1.3 .11931 -. 39 -',1051 • 3Z3 .28937 -.13229 -. 5717 -.~679 1. 1522l 1.327F .16714 -.3451>1> -. 5995 .131 1. .363()5 -.~339 -.42251 -.~ 1.1583 1.34l 0 .20970 -.347~8 -.4i~21 .01164 .10789 -. 032 -.55909 -. 3 1.15229 1.32777 .06232 -.345 6 -·5 77 

1.97933 6.12224 -2.95038 -9.74261 -12.58602 25·50250 33.24726 sua 

a = 0-578 Standard deviation. to.0089 b = -0.300 
c % -0.281 Probable error = zo.oo6o 

15 16 

0 02 

0.00859 O.OOOO~ 
- ·00550 .0000 
-.003

A
5 .00002 

-.002 l .00001 
.0067 .00005 

-.00605 .00004 
.01551 .00024 
.01708 .OO~ 
.0117~ .000 
.0099 .00010 

-.00124 0 
-.014g2 .00021 
- .001 ~ 0 
-.0164 .00027 

.00173 0 

-.00740 .00005 
.0004Z 0 
.0027 .00001 

-.00330 .00001 
.00568 .00003 

0.00001 0.00157 

z 
> o 
> 
> 
::0 
::0 

Z 
o 

r-' 
~ 
::r: 
C\:) 
c.N 

C\:) 
~ 
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Column 1 2 3 4 

We ~- Ta °aAp 
Te.t Run xz 

(1b/sec) Tg - Th (In. water) 

240 1 2.234 0.264 4~"0 0.51 021 
2 2.215 .211 31>.9 .54121 , 2. 220 .293 31.1 ',1102 

2.203 .310 25.6 • /)304 
5 2.110 .342 19.3 .43254 

6 2.160 . 312 13.1 .?m61 
10 2.1

A5 .299 31.1 .50315 
12 2.1 1 .2t1 31.~ .50695 
it · 2'ill .3 0 14. .38620 

2. .364 14.1 .38594 

24J. 1 1.291 .213 M·5 .125~9 2 1.609 .309 .5 •2394K , 1.941 .34a 14.2 .~3 2.301 .31 14.4 • 954-
5 1 . 282 .216 14.2 .12432 

n=15 Sua 5.944l1 

TABLE IV 

FINAL LEAST-SQUARES CORRELATION OF ENGINE-COOLING 

DATA FROW TABLE I 

5 6 1 8 9 10 11 

x2 x 1"1 "1 "fZ z ,,2 

0.12186 0.34908 -0.20191 -0.51840 -0.<>4480 1.6334'7 2.66822 
.11928 .3tt~31 -.1~55 -·55152 -.B1~~ 1.,6103 2.45~58 
.119~6 .3 35 -.1 1>5 -.5M1, -.19i 1. 9216 2.22 ~ .1111>6 .34301 -.11~~ -'42 6 -.11 29 1.4b8~ 1. 3 
.1132:( .,,646 -.15 1 -. 591 -.59903 1.2855 1.~26 
.11186 .,,445 -.1436~ -.~~46 -.4~982 1.1112Z 1.24829 
.1~88 '''Atl> -.l

A
69 -·5 33 -.~ 210 1.4921 2.22~3 

.1 69 ." 6 -.1 ~ -'4e, 11 -. °i~ 1.4969i 2.ft 0 

.1 91 .33011 -.14 3 -. ~10 -.519 1.lZ02 1.3 9tt. .10931 .,,062 - .14511 -.43 90 -.5123 1.1 132 1.362 

•012l1 .11~l -.062~~ -·t384 -.631?~ 1.1l033 1.2j{A6a .042 1 .206 -.lOS -. 1~ -.59235 1.1 131 1.3 1 
.083~3 •28931 -.13229 -. 5111 -'r619 1.152~ 1.32m .131 1 .36395 -.~339 -.42251 -.~ 1.1583 1.34i 0 
.01164 .10189 -. 032 -·55909 -. 3 1.15229 1.32171 

1.43218 4.46921 .2.21193 -1.52881 -9.9163') 19·58624 26.06121 

a: 0.~76 Standard d.Y1atloD ,. to.0051 b ,. -0. ~ Probable .rror ,. to.OO~ c = -0.27 

, NAlIONAL AOVISlJHY 

COMMITlEE FOIt AERONAU1ICS 

12 13 14 

AX bz t(x,z) 

0.20104 -0.49693 0.51216 
.198,0 - .41612 -.554~ 
.~9 6 -.45m - ·5309 
.19154 -.42 -',0114 
.19317 - .39109 -. 1359 

.19261 -',~4i0 -.42~56 

.19434 -. 5 3 -.53606 

.19503 -.45540 ::"~~ .19005 -.351>02 

.19040 -.35512 -.44099 

.06~ -.}4381 -.55626 

.11 ~ -.35331 -.,1Qi)2 
• 1660J -.35~5 -. 6011 
.2Q9 -.35 0 -.41~9 .06213 -.35055 -·5 9 

s_ 

15 16 

0 02 

-0,00624 0.00004 
-.00343 .00001 
-.00219 o . 
-.001~ 0 

.001 .00006 

-.00590 .OOO~ .onn .000 
.00~3 0 

-.00 6 0 I 
.00209 0 

I 

-.00158 .00006 
.00058 0 
.00300 .00001 
-.~2 .00001 

.00') 0 .00003· 

-0.00007 1<>.00039 

z 
;x:. 
o 
;x:. 

;x:. 
:JJ 
:JJ 

Z 
o 

r 
~ 
::r: 
(\:) 
CJ.l 

(\:) 
(]l 
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ColUlllll 1 2 ~ 

Brake Charge-
N air Test Run horse-

power (rpm) 1'10w 
(lb,thr) 

~~ 1 1190 2120 8010 
2 1020 2120 lOOO 

4 860 2120 010 
670 2120 ~020 

g' 1150 2290 030 
970 2290 7020 

8 1090 2490 8040 
9 12~0 .2490 9010 

10 t4g 2490 5030 
11 2290 5030 
12 550 2700 t~g 13 720 2700 

14 6~0 2120 ~050 
it 110 2120 070 

1~0 2700 80~0 
iA 12 0 2700 ~5 0 1180 2120 060 

4 

Fuel 
1'1 ow 

TABLE V 

JOOLING DATA AND CORRELATION COKPUTATIO.S 

~. & W. R-2800 B-series engine, low blower, 
imbedded thermocouples, aromat1c fuel. 

Unpublished data~ 

5 6 7 8 9 10 

Carbu-
Fuel- T rator ATg a a~P T. 
air g80 temper-

(lb,lhr) ratio (OF) ature 
(OF) 

(OF) (In. water (OF) 

632 0.0~89 1158 g6 62 11.0 ~9.0 
~60 .0 00 1150 63 10.8 0.0 
66 .0775 1167 64 66 10.8 7~.5 

g79 .0755 1117 63 66 11.2 ~ .5 
5g~ .~93 i~~ t6 tt 12·t 0.0 

• 02 21. 83.0 

642 .~99 1150 ~6 92 20·Z 82.0 
739 • 20 1130 93 20. 83.0 
3~9 .07~3 1177 62 9t 16.0 77·5 
3 1 .07 1 1174 60 

16s 
7.6 It·5 

,~t .0762 117 ~tt 13.1 ·5 
.0769 1170 loB 21.8 67.0 

~~ .0766 1171 ~ 58 22·a 66.0 
.~96 1~3 58 2!. • 69.0 

648 • 03 1 7 53 ~gz ,ta 72.0 

nl .oB13 1137 52 77.5 
.0711 1165 54 58 21·9 71.0 

NATIONAL ADVISORY 
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 

11 12 13 14 

Th Tg Th -T. We 

(OF) (OF) Tg - 'lb. (lb/sec) 

403 1220 0.397 2.2~ 
~90 12l~ .37~ l'l 377 1&.3 .34 1. 4 
,55 1 3 .311 1.39 

00 122 .386 2.231 
354 12 .311 1.950 

~~t 1242 .336 2.233 
1223 .362 2.503 

336 1272 .276 1.397 
378 12~1 .351 

1.r
7 

343 12 2 .297 1. 03 
330 1278 .277 1. 83 

~~ 1229 .249 1.403 
1211 .320 2.242 

340 1~4 .293 2·ru 
346 1 3 .299 2.6 1 
350 1223 .320 2.239 

15 

W 1.85 
e 
a.tlp 

0.39~1 
.31 7 
.2389 
.1652 
.3556 ; 
.1670 

.2135 i 

.2655 

.1162 

.2447 

.l427 

.1202 

.oB39 
----

.1369 

----J 

z 
» 
(') 

» 
» 
::0 
::0 

z 
o 

L' 
~ 
::r:: 
[\j 
(N 

[\j 
(]I 



TABLE VI 

FIRST LEAST-S~UARES CORRELATION OF ENGINE-COOLING 

DATA FROM TABLE V 

~olumn 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

• 
Test 

We Gallp 'lh - Ta 
x 2 2 

Run xz x xy y yz z z 
(lh/aeo) (In. water) Tg- Th 

36 ~ 1 2.2~ 11.0 0.3a O:~~~ 0.1206 0.3~~3 -0.1393 -0.4012 -0.4178 1.0414 1.0845 
2 l'g 10.8 .3 .0833 .2 7 -.1223 -.4237 -.4379 1.0334 1.0679 , 1. ~ 10.8 .34 .2~ .~~ .2225 -.1020 -.4584 -.4737 1.~34 1.067A 1.39 11.2 .311 .1S .02 .~3 ::~~~~ - .~72 -'r22 1. 92 1.100 
g 2. 231 12·t .386 .3 10 .1215 .34 5 -. 34 -. 520 1.0934 1.19~5 

1.95 0 20. .311 .3810 .0841 .2900 -.1471 -·5072 -. 664 1.3139 1.72 3 

8 2.233 20·Z .336 .4592 . 121~ .3489 -.1653 -.4737 -.623~ 1.3160 1.7319 
9 2.')03 20. .362 .52,£' .158 .~5 -.~59 -.44l3 -.579 1.3~9 1. 72£'3 I 10 1.397 16 .0 .27£' .17 8 .0211 • 52 -. 12 -.~5~1 -.6732 1.2 1 1.449

A 11 1· r ·7 7 .6 . 351 .12~ .0211 .1452 -.0660 -. 5 7 - .4005 .8808 .77S 
I i~ 1. 03 13.1 .297 . 16 .0216 . 1411 -.07l6 -.5272 -.5890 1.11J3 1.24 t 1. 83 21.8 .277 .302 .0511 .22 1 -.12 1 -.5575 -.7462 1.33 5 1.791 

I 14 1.403 22·a .249 .lt83 .0216 .1471 - .0888 -.('()~8 -.8141 1.3483 1.8179 

i~ 2. 242 21 . .320 .4 93 .1229 .356(, -.lJ35 -.49 8 -.6623 1.3385 1.7~16 
2 .~2 ,ts .293 .5301 .12~ .~06 -.1 6

A -.5~1 
- .8060 1.5119 2.2 58 

i~ 2.6 1 .299 .1098 .18 • 50 -.222 -.8l57 1.6702 2.78g6 
2.239 21.9 .320 .4693 .1226 .3501 -.1732 ::494~ -.6 32 1.3404 1.79 7 

,,='.1.7 318 5 . 9~36 1.4458 4.6757 -2.2653 -8.3754 1-10.4134 120.9446 26.4484 

a = 0. 558 Standard deylat l on % ~0.0067 b = -0.2
A
6 

c :: -0.2 2 Probable error = ±0 . 0045 
- -- ---
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--
12 13 14 15 

ax bz f(x.z) 0 

0.ll38 -0.3083 0.~60 -0.0052 
.1 11 -.3059 -. 63 .0026 
.1242 -.3059 -.4632 .0048 
.0805 -.3106 -.~1l6 .OO~ 
• 1945 - .32§6 -. 106 -.002 
.161 -.38 9 - .5086 .0014 

.1947 -.38
A
5 -.4763 .0026 

.2224- -.38 ~ -.4480 .0067 

.0810 -.3£6 -'4569 -.0022 

.0810 -.2 07 -. 612 .0065 

.0821 -.3307 -.5301 .0029 

. 1262 -.3962 -·5515 - .0060 

.0821 -. 3921 -'4A85 -.0053 

.1956 -. 21 -.0127 

.1956 ::EZ4 -.53~4 .O~ . 2372 -.49 -'4§ 7 .0 

.1954 -.39 -. 29 - .0119 

Sum 0. 0005 
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I 
I Column 1 2 3 4 

W. °a6P T -T 
Test Run h a xz 

(lb/sec) (in. water) Tg-Th 

363 1 2.225 11.0 0.397 0.3617 
2 1.944 10.8 .377 .29B3 
3 1.669 10.8 .348 .22 99 
4 1.394 11.2 .311 .1514 
5 2 .231 12.4 .386 .3810 

6 1.950 20.6 .311 .3810 
8 2 .233 20.7 .336 .4592 
9 2.503 20.6 .362 .5236 

10 1.397 16.0 .276 .1748 
11 1.397 7.6 .351 .1279 

12 1.403 13.1 .297 .1644 
13 1.683 21.8 .277 .3026 
14 1.403 22.3 .249 .1983 
16 2.242 32.5 .293 .5301 

a=~4 

Sum 4.2842 

-~~-

TABU: VII 

FINAL LEAST-SQUARES CORRELATION OF ENGINE-COOLING DATA 

FROM TABLE V 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

x 2 x xy y Y1. J: 1.2 . ax 

0.1206 0.3473" -0.1393 -0.4012 -0.4178 1.0414 1.0845 0.1955 
.0833 .2887 '-.1223 -.4237 -.437~ 1.0334 1.0679 .1625 
.0495 .2225 -.1020 -.4584 -.473'1 1.0334 1.0679 .1252 
.0208 .1443 -.0732 -.5072 -.5322 1.0492 1.1008 .0812 
.1215 .3485 -.1441 -.4134 -.452C 1.0934 1.1955 .1961 

.0841 .2900 -.l471 -.5072 -.6664 1.3139 1.7263 .1632 

.1217 .3489 -.1653 -.4737 -.6234 1.3160 1.7319 .1964 

.1588 .3985 -.1759 -.4413 -.5798 1.3139 1.726e .22 43 

.0211 .1452 -:0812 -.5591 -.6732 1.2041 1.4499 .0817 

.0211 .1452 -.0660 -.4547 -.4005 .8808 .7758 .0817 

.0216 .1471 -.0776 -.5272 -.5890 1.1173 1.2484 .0828 

.0511 .2261 -.1261 -.5575 -.7462 1.3385 1.7916 .1272 

.0216 .1471 -.0888 -.6038 -.8141 1.3483 1.8179 .0828 

.1229 .3506 -.1869 -.5331 -.806e 1.5119 2.2858 .1973 

1.0197 3.5500 -1.6958 -6.8615 -8.2122 lfi.5955 20.0705 

a = 0.563 
Standard deviation = to.0040 b = -0.305 

c = -0.271 Probable error = to.0027 
-- - ------- ~----- ---- - ------
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13 14 15 16 

bz f(x,1.) 6 62 

-0.3175 -0.39:14 -0.0078 0. 00006 
-.3151 -.4240 .0003 0 
-.3151 -.4613 .0029 .00001 
-.3199 -.5101 .0029 .00001 
-.3334 -.4087 -.0047 .00002 I 

-.4006 -.5088 .0016 0 I 
-.4012 -.4762 .0025 .00001 
-.4006 -.4477 .0064 .00004 
-.::671 -.5568 -.0023 .00001 
-.21086 -.4583 .0036 .00001 

-.3407 -.5293 .0021 0 
-.4081 -.5523 -.0052 .00003 
-.4111 -.5997 -.0041 .00002 
-.4610 -.5351 .0020 0 

Sum 0.0002 0.00022 
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NACA ARR No. L4H23 Figs. 1,2 

Th - Ta 

Tg - Tn 

4,000 ~ooo ~ooo 1~000 
Charge-air flow, 1b/br 

Figure 1.- Construction curve for graphical correlation of 
cylinder-head temperatures. Fuel-air ratio, 0.08; coo1ing
air pressure drop, 14.2 inches of water. Data taken from 
reference 7. (See table I.) NAliONAl ADVISORY 

COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
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Figure 2.- Construction curve for graphical correlation of 
cylinder-head temperatures. Fuel-air ratio, 0.08; charge
air flow, 7750 pounds per hour. Datli. taken from reference 7. 
(See table r.) 
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Figure 3.- Graph1cal correlation of cylinder-head temperatures. 
P. & w. R-2Boo B-ser1es engine; imbedded thermocouples. Data 
taken from reference 7. (See table I and equation (B).) 
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Figure 4.- Variation of reference mean effective gas temperature 
with fUel-air ratio. P. & W. R-28oo B-series engine cylinder 
head; nonaromatic fuel. Data taken from reference 7. Use with 
figures 3 and 6. (See table II and equation (9).) 
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NACA ARR No. L4H23 
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F1gure 5.- Pirat least-squares correlat1on of data that were 
correlated ~aph1cally in figure 3. (See table III and 
equation (13).) 
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F1gure 6.- F1nal least-squares correlat1on of s481ect data 
from figure ,. (See table IV and equation (1 ).) 
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Figure 7.- A comparison of a least-squares oorrelation with a graphioal 
oorrelation based on oaloulated head temperatures. 
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Figure 8.- Final least-squares correlation of miscellaneous 
data not adapted to graphical correlation. (See table VII 
and equation (15).) 
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